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A straightforward look at all relevant statutes and major cases in the law, Problems and Materials
on Commercial Law features complete materials and problems on sales, payment systems, and
secured transactions. The text continues to be up-to-date, covering the latest changes in U.C.C.
Articles 2, 3, 4, and--as well as other relevant laws--and the cases related to each. Interesting,
well-crafted problems progress from easy to more complex, sharpening students' skills and
enabling them to understand the field's complexities and difficult statutory language. A sensible
modular organization follows the order of the U.C.C., allowing for greater flexibility in teaching.
This effective format and manageable length makes Problems and Materials on Commercial
Law concise and efficient.New co-author Stephen M. McJohn brings his considerable
experience and expertise to the Tenth Edition. A professor of law at Suffolk University, McJohn
has written many law review articles on copyright and commercial law and is the author or co-
author of major texts in the field. Important new cases and developments are presented as well
as new and revised Problems.Features:comprehensive, straightforward look at all relevant
statutes and major cases in commercial lawincludes complete materials and problems on sales,
payment systems, and secured transactionsup-to-datecovers the latest changes in U.C.C.
Articles 2, 3, 4, and 9describes changes in other relevant lawsincludes cases relating to
eachproblem-orientedinteresting, well-crafted problems progress from easy to more
complexsharpens students' skillsincreases comprehension of the law's complexitiesclarifies
difficult statutory languagesensibly organizedmodular approach following the order of the
U.C.C.allows for greater teaching flexibilityefficientmanageable lengthconcise and lucideffective
formatThoroughly updated, the revised Tenth Edition presents:New co-author Stephen M.
McJohnconsiderable experience and expertiseprofessor of law at Suffolk Universityhas written
numerous law review articles on copyright and commercial lawauthor or co-author of major texts
in the fieldimportant new cases and developmentsnew and revised Problems

Review of the first edition: "Frank Moya Pons is the best-known contemporary Dominican
historian. The author of many books and articles, he is a recognized scholar both at home and
abroad. Moya Pons latest book is based on his well-known Manual de historia dominicana
(1992), now in its tenth edition and considered a basic text in Dominican historiography. But his
new book is more than a simple translation of the old classic; it is a revised and expanded
edition, with new sections, detailed historical maps, and a comprehensive bibliographic essay.
The book follows two parallel historical tracks. On the one hand, it is divided into thematic
chapters that examine the distinct political periods in the country's history, such as the Spanish,
French, Haitian, and U.S. occupations and the several periods of self-rule. On the other hand, it
pursues a socioeconomic history by establishing links, when pertinent, between socioeconomic



conditions and political developments. Another notable feature of the book is that it examines
contemporary events up to 1990. This remains the standard Dominican history textbook, in both
English and Spanish. The general reader will find in this book an agreeable, clearly written
history of the Dominican Republic, while the experienced scholar will find an indispensable
reference." -HAHR (Hispanic-American Historical Review) --Hispanic American Historical
ReviewAbout the AuthorFRANK MOYA PONS is the foremost expert on Dominican history and
the author of more than twenty scholarly books and numerous articles.
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Magnolia Hill, “Informative and instructive.. Useful guide to learning a new subject. The problems
are very helpful in understanding the substance of the tech.”

Freda Scott, “Four Stars. contains some previous highlighting and notes in margin, but still
readable”

Darleen F. Wood, “Nice that the book helps you out on where to .... Nice that the book helps you
out on where to look up answers to the questions.The case brief book was a must”

Brittany, “Arrived as expected.. Arrived as expected. Cant beat $4 for a current edition.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Not a bad textbook”

M. C. Chavez, “Good.. Good read for any one interested in Problems and Materials on
Commercial Law. Excellent for Law Students at any level.”

The book by Frank Moya Pons has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 25 people have provided feedback.
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